Jen Pollock-McNally, Reunion Chair
Christine Acas, Web Chair
our class secretary directly.
request to the right person! For a note to the next-of-kin letting them know that a gift was made in the loved one's memory, consider a donation of at least $199.40 or greater.

For Those Who Prefer the Long Game
Participation Result FY23:
Smith Fund Goal FY23: $75,000
Consider a donation of at least $199.40 or greater.

We Want the Highest Participation Number for Giving to Smith in 2024!
Give to support scholarships.
Give for your memories.
hallmark of Smith linking its mission to shaping leaders who can address climate change not by eliminating student loans in one of a handful of schools that is achieving this carbon neutrality not by investing in geothermal energy.

$210 million investment in geothermal energy
Reunion Big White Sign have even bigger numbers!

And the Reunion theme winner is....

Notes from Paradise

Jennifer Pollock-McNally
smithclassof94@gmail.com

Did you get your special blend of Smith Tea in the mail? Tell us how you liked it!

Did you get your special blend of Smith Tea in the mail? Tell us how you liked it!
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